Motivation: A major issue in computational biology is the reconstruction of functional relationships among genes, for example the definition of regulatory or biochemical pathways. One step towards this aim is the elucidation of transcriptional units, which are characterized by co-responding changes in mRNA expression levels. These units of genes will allow the generation of hypotheses about respective functional interrelationships. Thus, the focus of analysis currently moves from well-established functional assignment through comparison of protein and DNA sequences towards analysis of transcriptional co-response. Tools that allow deducing common control of gene expression have the potential to complement and extend routine BLAST comparisons, because gene function may be inferred from common transcriptional control. Results: We present a co-clustering strategy of genome sequence information and gene expression data, which was applied to identify transcriptional units within diverse compendia of expression profiles. The phenomenon of prokaryotic operons was selected as an ideal test case to generate wellfounded hypotheses about transcriptional units. The existence of overlapping and ambiguous operon definitions allowed the investigation of constitutive and conditional expression of transcriptional units in independent gene expression experiments of Escherichia coli. Our approach allowed identification of operons with high accuracy. Furthermore, both constitutive mRNA co-response as well as conditional differences became apparent. Thus, we were able to generate insight into the possible biological relevance of gene co-response. We conclude that the suggested strategy will be amenable in general to the identification of transcriptional units beyond the chosen example of E.coli operons. Availability: The analyses of E.coli transcript data presented here are available upon request or at
INTRODUCTION
Public availability of complete genome sequence information (Perna et al., 2001; Blattner et al., 1997) inspired and facilitated the development and utilization of multi-parallel techniques for monitoring the complete cellular inventory. Recent results of these technologies are made available in biological databases that harbour genomic data, gene expression data and information about proteins, metabolites and metabolic pathways. This information will become an empirical basis of understanding the paradigm of life's complexity pyramid (Oltvai and Barabási, 2002) . Functional assignment of novel genes, which were discovered by genome sequencing projects, will continue to be the most important goal of the genomic research area (Vukmirovic and Tilghman, 2000) . One of the central challenges in computational biology is the discovery of regulatory networks that control gene transcription in biological model systems.
Accumulation of publicly available microarray data led to the development of a range of computational approaches to retrieve biologically meaningful information from coresponding changes of mRNA expression. A variety of computational approaches were previously applied to predict operons from full genome and transcriptome information (Zheng et al., 2002; Moreno-Hagelsieb and Collado-Vides, 2002; Ermolaeva et al., 2001; Yada et al., 1999) . Tjaden et al. (2002) utilized Escherichia coli microarrays to monitor expression of both coding and non-coding intergenic regions. Hidden Markov models were applied to estimate gene boundaries. However, the lack of intergenic probes in routine microarray experiments currently restricts the general application of this approach. Yamanishi et al. (2003) applied a generalized kernel canonical correlation analysis to group genes, which share similarities with respect to position within the genome and gene expression. However, this method was restricted to subsets of E.coli genes that comprised known metabolic pathways. Bockhorst et al. (2003a,b) successfully predicted operons by applying models of transcriptional units to gene sequence and expression data (Bockhorst et al., 2003a) and reported an approach based on Bayesian networks (Bockhorst et al., 2003b) . Sabatti et al. (2002) re-addressed Fig. 1 . Flow scheme of adopted data management and processing strategy. Initial data (level I) were converted into pairwise gene distance measures (level II), which were subsequently normalized, arranged into distance matrices and matrix combinations (level III). Finally matrices were subject to hierarchical cluster analyses and the resulting cluster memberships of genes was compared (level IV).
operon prediction by Bayesian classification and described required features.
Till today, no attempt has been made to assign transcriptional units by hierarchical clustering and co-clustering. Here we present a strategy ( Fig.1 ) that was designed to monitor occurrence of constitutive and conditional usage of transcription units in independent gene expression profiling experiments. Co-clustering was demonstrated to be a versatile tool to investigate how prokaryotic genome organization is reflected within compendia of gene expression data. Moreover, we show effects of additional, currently unknown mechanisms on gene co-response, which will be targets of further experimental verification.
METHODS

Data management and processing
Data management, subsequent data integration and processing is summarized within a flow scheme (Fig. 1) . Primary data were operon annotations, gene expression data and gene positions within the E.coli genome (Fig. 1, level I ). These primary data were converted into pairwise gene distances: (1) common operon membership of gene pairs, (2) Pearson's linear correlation coefficient (ρ), Kendall's correlation coefficient (τ ), or Euclidean distance (δ E ) of gene pairs as detected within transcript profiles, and (3) pairwise intergenic nucleotide distance of genes ( Fig.1, level II) . Pairwise gene distances were normalized and combined into distance matrices (Fig.1 , level III). Finally, different combined and non-combined distance matrices were subject to hierarchical (co-)clustering and subsequent comparison of cluster memberships of genes. (Fig. 1, level IV) . The procedures were as follows:
Data source and pre-processing
Two data sources of E.coli gene expression profiles were used (Table 1) . The first dataset, called M45 in the following, was derived from the Stanford Microarray Database using ratio 2 values only [SMD, (Sherlock et al., 2001) ]. M45 contained 74 expression profiles encompassing 4264 genes, which were analysed by colour-coded cDNA hybridization technology. M45 comprised experiments mainly related to aminoacid metabolism (Khodursky et al., 2000) , DNA metabolism (Courcelle et al., 2001) , and RNA decay (Bernstein et al., 2002) . M45 was quality checked as recommended by the SMD tutorial (http://genome-www5. stanford.edu/help/index.html) and consequently had 43% missing data. In order to reduce the number of missing data two subsets were generated, each of which had only 6% of missing data. M4501 was designed to maximize the number of experiments and comprised 43 experiments, which were described by 929 genes. M4502, designed to maximize the number of genes, comprised 34 experiments, which were described by 1845 genes. Data were normalized and log-transformed as suggested (Sherlock et al., 2001) . The second dataset, M96, was from the ASAP collection and originated from colour-coded cDNA hybridization and oligonucleotide microarray technology (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA). M96 consists of 66 experiments comprising 4241 genes, was log-transformed and lacked missing data. The transcript profiling experiments of M96 covered miscellaneous stress treatments, application of antibiotics, comparison of media and growth conditions, as well as characterization of mutants (Allen et al., 2003) . Two subsets of M96 were formed to separate profiles from different technology platforms, M96A and M96B (Table 1) .
Topological overlap matrices of operon annotations
The operon annotations and predictions were retrieved from Regulon (Salgado et al. 2001 ; http://www.cifn.unam.mx/ Computational_Genomics/regulondb/), EcoCyc (Karp et al. 2002, http ://biocyc.org/ecoli/) and KEGG (http://www. genome.ad.jp./kegg/) databases as well as from MorenoHagelsieb and Collado-Vides (2002) . All operon assignments were combined into two matrices. First, overlapping and conflicting operon annotations from different sources were maintained within a topological operon overlap matrix, O Ttu , according to Ravasz et al. (2002) . O Ttu harbours the combined hypotheses of the maximum possible number and size of operons in E.coli. Second, an intersection operon matrix, IS tu , was constructed to comprise the hypotheses of the non-ambiguous and commonly accepted minimum set of E.coli operons.
Genome information and weighted intergenic distance (δ ω ig )
The EcoCyc database (Karp et al., 2002) was accessed to retrieve gene position and intergenic distances. Intergenic distance of any two genes was defined as follows: genes were separated into the two co-linear groups positioned on the two opposite circular genomic strands of E.coli. Within each group, the smaller of the two possible sums of all non-coding nucleotides (nt) in-between any two genes was calculated. The distance of overlapping genes on the same strand was set at zero. A weighted intergenic distance (δ ω ig ) was generated from nt distances by normalization to 0 < δ ω ig < 1. Above an nt threshold δ ω ig was set to 1, below this threshold δ ω ig was calculated by dividing non-coding intergenic nt by the respective threshold value. Four threshold values were chosen, 2 × 2250 nt, 2 × 7250 nt, 2 × 70 000 nt and 2 × 655 596 nt. The rationale for choosing these thresholds is reported below.
Co-response matrices
Pearson's product moment linear correlation (ρ), nonparametric Kendall's coefficient of rank correlation (τ ) without correction for ties (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995) and Euclidean distance coefficients (δ E ) (Mirkin, 1996) were applied to log-transformed gene expression data. The significance of correlation was tested as recommended by Sokal and Rohlf (1995) . In order to generate normalized distance matrices, correlation coefficients were converted according to Mirkin (1996) and Sokal and Rohlf (1995) . The largest distance was assigned to negative Pearson's or Kendall's correlation coefficients. The converted distances were marked with the index of used correlation coefficient (e.g. δ τ ). Then all distance measures were normalized to the maximum distance value. Thus, all resulting normalized distances (δ ν ) were in the range of 0 ≤ δ ν ≤ 1.
Joining function (λ ψ ) and combined distance (δ )
Normalized distance matrices were combined as suggested by Hanisch et al. (2002) applying a modified function, (λ ψ ), Equation (1), extended to n dimensions. The resulting combined distance function δ of each gene pair, g i , g j , with
. .}, was defined as follows:
For co-response distances the control parameters of the shape of the logistic curve (ν ψ , S ψ ) were adjusted to the median of distance distribution (ν ψ ) and to a moderate slope of S ψ = ν ψ /6. The control parameters of the δ ω ig S were adjusted to ν ψ = ν ψweigting − ν ψcorrection = 0.5 − 0.17578 = 0.32422 and to S ψ = (ν ψweighting /6) = 0.08. The correction term ν ψcorrection was empirically determined by fitting ν ψweighting to the formula described above and by the setting of parameters to λ ig = 0.9 and δ ω ig = 0.5. For the generation of O Ttu the parameters were set to ν ψ = 0.5 and S ψ = ν ψ /6. An a priori weighting of 50% (n = 2) was assigned to combine O Ttu or δ ω ig with distance matrices describing transcriptional coresponse. Two transcriptional co-response matrices of each expression dataset were combined, i.e. 25% weight was given to either a normalized distance matrix based on Pearson's or Kendall's coefficients and residual 25% weight was assigned to the normalized Euclidian distance matrix (see above).
Hierarchical cluster analysis and cluster validation
For the classification of genes, the unweighted average linkage-clustering algorithm (UPGMA) was applied to normalized distance matrices (Mirkin, 1996) . Expected operon clusters (eC) were generated by the use of δ OTtu of the operon overlap matrix (see above). Cluster validation was performed by measuring the degree of correspondence between the expected cluster (eC) and the obtained cluster (oC). In detail, the cluster-specific match coefficient (CMC) reflects the ratio of elements, i.e. genes, from eC that are observed to occur within oC. For example, if eC=oC, obtained clusters perfectly match expectations. The combined match coefficient (MC) was defined at selected clustering heights as the sum of all CMCs divided by the number of expected clusters.
MC represents the portion of all genes that were found to belong to expected operons, for example, if MC = 1.0, all genes were found to group into respective expected clusters. The cluster-specific reassignment coefficient (CRC) is the ratio of those genes that are not expected to occur in eC as compared to the genes that are correctly grouped into oC. CRC is indicative of the portion of novel genes that were unexpectedly assigned to any given cluster. The sum of all CRCs at a specific clustering height divided by the number of expected clusters yields the reassignment coefficient (RC). For example, if RC = 1.0, the number of mis-assigned genes is equal to the number of correctly assigned genes.
Statistical analysis and software
The Mantel test and respective analysis of variance, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis and two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum tests, tests of homogeneity as well as parametric threeway factorial ANOVA were computed as described by Sokal and Rohlf (1995) . The Cramer test was performed according to Baringhaus and Franz (2004) . All statistical tests were applied to iterated random selections of data subsets.
Computations were performed using the statistical software environment R (http://www.r-project.org) version 1.6.1. and 1.6.2 with the libraries 'mva', 'exactRankTests', 'vegan', 'e1071', 'tseries', 'ctest' and 'cramer'. Calculations were executed with PERL scripts.
RESULTS
The goal of this work was to investigate how the prokaryotic genome organization, namely polycistronic operon structure, is reflected within different compendia of gene expression profiles from E.coli and whether functional linkage of genes can be detected by clustering technologies. We selected the prokaryotic operon structure because genes that are co-regulated in physical units of common polycistronic messenger RNA (mRNA) can be expected to have a high correlation in transcriptome analyses independent of the nature of underlying biological experiments. This strong co-regulation should allow precise classification by clustering technologies irrespective of the nature of distance measure applied. However, initial attempts to retrieve clusters of genes that constitute operons within combined sets or subsets of M45 and M96 failed.
Operon classification by clustering
The co-response matrices of four data subsets M4501, M4502, M96A and M96B were generated using Kendall's τ , Pearson's ρ and Euclidean distance δ E . These matrices were subject to HCA and subsequently cluster membership of genes was compared to expected clusters as represented by O Ttu . The criterion for clustering quality was MC (cluster match coefficient), and the criterion for gene mis-assignment was RC (reassignment coefficient; refer to the earlier section 'hierarchical cluster analysis and cluster validation'). Only results of M4501, which were representative of all other data subsets, are shown (Fig.2) . Irrespective of the applied distance measure, only a minority of genes was correctly assigned to expected operons, e.g. MC < 0.08, when accepting 50% mis-assignments (RC = 1.0) (Fig. 2) .
The analysis of best pairwise gene associations according to Kendall's τ , Pearson's ρ (data not shown) or Euclidean distance δ E demonstrated that only 50% of those gene associations, which were expected to be the result of genes belonging to the same operons, ranked among the top 5-10% (Fig. 3) . We tested whether this observation was caused by applying O Ttu , which included ambiguous as well as predicted operon definitions. For this purpose we applied IS tu , i.e. we restricted our analysis to the minimum intersection of available operon annotations (refer to the section 'topological overlap matrices of operon annotations'). MC however, only increased approximately 2-fold at RC = 1.0 and frequency distributions of relative rank positions were independent of choice of either O Ttu or IS tu as was supported by a non-parametric Cramer test. Therefore, we had to assume factors other than precision of current operon annotation, which either cause absence of expected pairwise gene associations or which are caused by other regulatory mechanisms of coordinated gene expression, such as transcription factors or mRNA processing. We ruled out an artefact caused by the choice of transcript profiling technology because datasets M96A, and M96B did not show fundamental differences (Fig. 3) . In the following we first characterize the nature of the datasets, unravel properties, which obscure operon units and demonstrate that co-clustering and the use of data subsets allowed overcoming this inherent problem of transcriptome analyses.
Properties of transcript datasets
We performed a comparison of the datasets M45 and M96 by applying hierarchical cluster analysis to a δ E association matrix of the respective compendium experiments (Fig. 4) . In dataset M4501 the majority of nodes are in the heterogeneity range of 0 ≤ h e ≤ 0.2 and experiment grouping strongly reflects the nature of underlying biological experiments (Fig. 4a) . Similar results were obtained from either M45 or subset M4502 (data not shown). M96 exhibited higher inherent heterogeneity, 0.2 ≤ h e ≤ 0.4. Biological experiments were partially reflected by clustering, but experiments from different technology platforms were clearly separated (Fig. 4b) . Non-parametric analysis of variance by Mantel testing revealed a highly significant (τ = 0.5668, P 0.001) difference of variance between the experiments of different technology platforms within M96, as measured by median Kendall's τ association; in detail, among experiments of Affymetrix technology τ median = 0.558, among experiments of cDNA technology τ median = 0.453 and in between experiments of different technology platforms τ median = 0.222. Therefore, dividing M96 into M96A and M96B according to technology platform was justified.
Analysis of gene pair association within the different datasets revealed significantly different data structures. The Kendall's τ distribution of gene pair association in M4501 (τ median = 0.452) and M4502 (τ median = 0.537) exhibited strong shifts to positive values, whereas M96A (τ median = 0.075) and M96B (τ median = 0.068) were centred approximately to zero (Fig. 5a) . In all datasets, we observed more significant positive gene associations than significant negative associations. Furthermore, even though the datasets appeared to be of a highly diverse structure, the datasets tested positive for the presence of common gene pair associations, when the Mantel test was applied to compare the gene co-response matrices. In addition, test of homogeneity applied to gene pair associations from the above matrices revealed homogeneity levels of 47.8-90.1%. Thus, all datasets contained portions of similar information on pairwise gene associations. This observation was an incentive to pursue subsequent comparative analyses. 
Distributions of gene associations
A major concern of our investigation was the positive shift of the distribution of Kendall's τ gene pair associations evident within M4501 (Fig. 5a ) and M4502 (data not shown). We investigated whether the choice of gene expression experiments and experimental diversity (Fig. 4) had an impact on the shift of Kendall's τ distribution of gene pair association (Fig. 5a ). In other terms we asked whether prevailing positive associations in dataset M4501 might reflect higher suitability of this dataset to investigate prokaryotic operon organization as compared to M96. For this purpose, we created 10 random gene sets, comprising approximately 200 genes each. Genes were chosen only once and had to be present in both datasets. Transcript data of each gene set were extracted separately from M96 and M45. Experiments of each dataset were chosen at random to comprise data subsets that had average numbers of gene pairs as follows: 47.0, 42.5, 37.5, 32.5, 28.5 and 23.0. The numbers of gene pairs were smaller than the numbers of experiments, because of missing data in M45. Heterogeneity among experiments of each selection was determined by median δ E (Fig. 5b) . Our analyses revealed a relation of median δ E and median Kendall's τ (τ median ), e.g. reduced heterogeneity of experiments coincided with a positive shift of τ median of gene pair associations. The portion of significant positive gene pair associations was increased in M45 (Fig. 5b) as compared to M96. Subsequently, by application of parametric ANOVA on τ median distributions we tested the factor that might influence the above observation, namely choice of gene subsets, number of gene pairs, i.e. 23.0-47.0 or data source, i.e. M96 or M45. No first-and second-order interactions among these factors were found. Only the data source had a significant influence, ANOVA: F s > 293, P = 2.50 × 10 −15 . A subsequent non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test (P < 7.00 × 10 −06 ) substantiated this finding. In conclusion, the shift of τ median distributions of pairwise gene associations was inherent to datasets and not biased by different numbers of experiments or choice of technology (see above).
However, on comparing Kendall's τ distribution of all genes from M96, either M96A or M96B (Fig. 5a) , with the distributions of gene subsets from M96 (Fig. 5b) , we observed that the τ median shifted from 0.053 (M96, 4241 genes) to approximately 0.25-0.4 (M96, approximately 200 genes each). Thus, shifts of τ median can be caused by the choice of gene subsets.
In order to investigate this observation, we subdivided gene associations into one group that represents gene associations by operon structures (type I associations) and a second much larger group of all gene associations that do not describe operon structures (type II associations). Comparative analysis of Kendall's τ distributions indicated fundamentally different properties (Fig. 6) . While type II associations were approximately normal distributed and exhibited almost equal numbers of high positive and negative Kendall's τ , type I associations were predominantly positive as was supported by Wilcox rank sum testing and shown previously with an independent dataset (Sabatti et al., 2002) . A portion of 75% of type I associations were overlapping with significant and positive type II associations and thus, the high numbers of type II associations were obscured (Fig. 7) . In addition to previous observations we found evidence of bi-modal type I associations ( Fig. 6;  M96A) , indicative of a mechanism that apparently uncouples associations based on polycistronic mRNA. We define these associations as type III, i.e. those associations that according to operon annotations were expected to be significantly positive, but were found to be non-significant or had even negative and significant Kendall's τ . The type III associations were variable in numbers, as was exemplified by M96A and M96B (Fig. 6) , highly operon specific, and dependent on the choice of experiments (Fig. 7) .
Operon classification by co-clustering
We demonstrated earlier that type I and type II associations cannot be differentiated without utilizing additional knowledge. Co-clustering was suggested to integrate multiple information sources for cluster analyses (Hanisch et al., 2002) . We modified this technology to allow overlay of operon annotation, intergenic distance and transcriptional co-response data into combined matrices and subsequent HCA (Fig. 1) . We first adjusted co-clustering to enforce classification of genes belonging to the same operons ( Fig. 8;  OpOVLP) . Choice of joining function and weighting was as described earlier (refer to the section 'joining function and combined distance'). Consequently MC approximated 1.0 and RC was 0.0 at clustering height 0.5. The stringency of co-clustering was set to merge even those genes that exhibited negative correlation to other members of these operons into correct operon clusters. Representative results from M4501 are shown (Fig. 8) . Instead of adjusting joining function and weighting of co-clustering to allow novel association to operon clusters or rule out previous annotations, we maintained settings but substituted O Ttu for matrices, which described physical proximity and co-linearity of genes on chromosomal strands. The maximum nt allowed applied to construct matrices of weighted intergenic distances (δ ω ig ) was optimized to approximate the co-clustering results obtained by O Ttu (Fig. 8) . Use of the maximum nt distance threshold, namely 655 596 nt representing the average of non-coding nt divided by 2 of both DNA strands, improved results markedly, MC > 0.3 at RC 1.0 as compared to direct clustering (Fig. 2) . Applying a 70 000-nt threshold doubled MC at RC = 1.0. The number of 70 000 nt is equal to the maximum of non-coding nt observed in between any set of 16 co-linear and adjacent genes. The choice of 16 genes was motivated by the largest known operon of E.coli, which has 15 genes. The choice of further thresholds, 2250 and 7250 nt, was equal to the maximum length of 95% or of all E.coli genes, respectively. Application of these thresholds mimics MC traces obtained with O Ttu (Fig. 8) , whereas RC, i.e. the percentage of novel reassignments, can be fine-tuned by selecting the threshold number of nt (data not shown). MC traces obtained with equal settings were mostly independent of datasets. For example, when we applied the 2250 nt threshold, MC only ranged from 0.87 to 1.0 at RC = 1.0. In contrast, RC traces varied widely. RC traces of M96A and M96B had steeper slopes as compared to M4501 and similarly M96B had a steeper RC slope as compared to M96A (data not shown). This observation was indicative of RC slopes increasing with heterogeneity of experiments, h M4501 < h M96A < h M96B . 
Analysis of operon structures
The clustering results can now be used to investigate operon annotations as well as to compare and validate transcriptional co-response in different datasets, e.g. under different experimental conditions. In the following, we analyse two exemplary E.coli operons in detail using combined matrices (δ ) of δ ω ig at 2250 nt threshold with Kendall's τ matrices of the different transcript datasets. Gene clusters were created with clustering heights set at RC = 0.5, i.e. allowing a portion of 33.3% novel gene assignments. Because M96 had a more complete representation of the full genome and most of the genes discussed below were only partially represented in M45 we focussed our investigations on M96.
The complex operon sdhCDAB-(b0725)-sucABCD (Fig. 7 , section 3C) codes for succinate dehydrogenase (sdhCDAB), components of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex (sucAB) and parts of succinyl-CoA synthetase (sucCD) (Cunningham and Guest, 1998) . This operon allows control of a major constituent of the tricarboxylic acid cycle in central metabolism. Prevoius experimental characterization identified two promotor elements, P sdh and the internal P suc , as well as the co-transcription of the entire operon into a 'nine-cistron' mRNA (Cunningham and Guest, 1998) . RegulonDB assigned three possible transcripts: (1) the entire sdhCDAB-b0725-sucABCD mRNA, (2) a sucABCD mRNA and (3) a single-gene b0725 transcript. In contrast, EcoCyc annotates only the first two mRNAs. Co-clustering of δ of M96A supports activity of P sdh and expression of the full 'nine-cistron' transcript (b0721-b0729). All genes of this operon were merged into one cluster (Table 2) and respective type I gene associations were all significant (P 0.001). Dataset M96B and underlying experiments revealed differential regulation of transcriptional co-response ( Fig. 7 ; Table 2 ). This dataset supports transcriptional activity of P suc , as is evident through significant type I associations of the sucABCD operon (b0726-b0729). All other expected associations were type III, e.g. absent or strongly reduced. Indeed, we can propose one possible underlying mechanism of type III associations: differential use of stacked promoters in E.coli. These promoters control overlapping subsets of genes, which can be differentially controlled under varying experimental conditions, as was demonstrated.
As a second example, we selected operon nlpB-dapA, which according to RegulonDB may be controlled by P dapA (Salgado et al., 2001) . NlpB (b2477) encodes lipoprotein-34 and dapA (b2477) code for dihydrodipicolinate synthase (EC 4.2.1.52). Co-cluster analyses of M96A and M96B merged both genes into one cluster (Table 3 ). In addition, adjacent purC (b2476), which encodes a subunit of phosphoribosylaminoimidazolesuccinocarboxamide synthase, was assigned to this cluster irrespective of the choice of dataset (Table 3 ). All associations of purC with nlpB-dapA were significant. Based on the proximity of purC and nlpB-dapA we can propose a transcriptional unit purC-nlpB-dapA. Two mechanisms may be the cause of this unit, either operon structure or a strong transcriptional control of two adjacent genes by a common transcription factor. The mechanism remains to be investigated by experimental analyses of transcript length.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we chose a hypothesis-driven co-clustering approach for the identification of transcriptional units. As ideal test cases of co-transcribed genes we used operon structures that result in physically linked co-transcription. Furthermore, we applied our approach to three independent sets of biological experiments using an overlap matrix O Ttu , which represents the combination of all available annotations of polycistronic E.coli operons. We clearly demonstrate the failure of the assumption that polycistronic mRNA inevitably results in high gene-to-gene correlation of transcript measurements. We unravel two major mechanisms that contribute to obscure operon structures within transcript profiles. First, presence of type II associations, which include synergistic (positive Kendall's τ ) and antagonistic (negative Kendall's τ ) control of distant genes by common transcription factors. These associations dominate in numbers any correlation matrix and overlap with type I associations. Second, type III associations exist. Expected high transcriptional co-response due to operon structures may indeed be conditional, because of known or still undiscovered stacked promoters. An example of the differential use of stacked promoters under different experimental conditions is shown. Moreover, additional mechanisms contributing to type III associations might be functional, such as post-transcriptional mRNA processing and degradation. We conclude that only recruiting additional information will allow extraction of operon structures from gene expression data. We successfully applied co-clustering technology to include gene distance information and demonstrated that gene distance as suggested earlier by Sabatti et al. (2002) can effectively substitute information about known operon annotations (Fig. 8) . Furthermore, we show evidence that comparative analyses on data subsets, which describe defined experimental interventions, will be highly informative as compared to global analyses of compendium datasets. The presence of binding sites for multiple transcription factors within many promoter regions as well as the occurrence of stacked promoters driving different gene subsets of operons indicate that many overlapping transcription units may exist and can be used in response to varying stimuli. Our analyses demonstrate differential as well as constitutive use of exemplary transcriptional units. Transcription units were shown to be highly dependent on experimental conditions (Fig. 7 , Table 2 ). We envision that analyses of constitutive activity or conditional use of operons and transcriptional units controlled by transcription factors will be the imminent task of transcriptome analyses and stimulate will lead to further experimental investigations.
